• Similar result for 70 MHz and 78 MHz experiments.
MC to ion cyclotron wave is updown asymmetric
• Similar result for 70 MHz and 78 MHz experiments.
• • Rotation velocity is larger at lower plasma density.
• At very high density, the total gain of the angular momentum (approximately ∝ΔV*n e ) from flow drive also decreases vs. n e . 
Effect in Hmode is consistent with n e dependence
Flow drive effect is sensitive to plasma density
• Change of rotation velocity scales with P RF at all I p;
• Rotation is also generally larger at larger I p , opposite to the trend for intrinsic rotation (∝ 1/I p )
• I p can affect mode conversion efficiency and also momentum confinement. • P RF is stepped up to 4.6 MW, and central toroidal velocity, V tor (0), increases to ~100 km/s.
• Simulation results from TORIC, a 2-D full-wave RF physics code.
ICRF minority heating vs. mode conversion heating

High power ICRF systems on Alcator CMod
• Rotation is important for tokamaks, but it is uncertain on ITER:
-Neutral beam driven rotation is presumed to be small on ITER; -No simple external control technique exists for intrinsic rotation.
• Externally launched ICRF power may provide a solution: • Here we show results of a detailed experimental study of ICRF mode conversion flow drive on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. 
Background
